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Infrared digital holographic
imaging
Pietro Ferraro, Lisa Miccio, Simonetta Grilli, Riccardo Meucci,
Sergio De Nicola, and Paul Buah-Bassuah

A digital holographic technique has an extended measurement range
and improved resolution at infrared wavelengths.

Long-wave interferometers have been widely used in many
applications, including infrared (IR) optics, IR transmitting ma-
terials, and high-reflective multilayer dielectric coatings for
high-power laser systems.1–3 In the field of metrology, re-
searchers have focused on longer wavelengths because they
greatly extend the measurement range of interferometric
techniques. However, one significant drawback of longer wave-
lengths is that they decrease resolution, and existing technolo-
gies for IR interferometers, such as pyrocam arrays, are limited
by low spatial resolution.

Other methods to extend the measurement distance employ
longer synthetic wavelengths4 (the beat wavelengths between
two different wavelengths). In these methods, several holograms
are recorded at multiple color wavelengths. These techniques
present some practical difficulties. In general, digital holograms
recorded with different wavelengths produce images of differ-
ent sizes. In addition, color digital holographic display requires
simultaneous reconstruction of images recorded at each color
wavelength, and the resulting reconstructed images must be per-
fectly superimposed to get a correct color display. Finally, the
images require a proper resizing operation5 at the end of the re-
construction process.

We have developed a new approach that results in improved
resolution, a large measurement range, and does not require
a complicated reconstruction process. By using classical digital
holographic microscopy (DHM) at IR wavelengths6, combined
with a zero padding operation for improving the spatial reso-
lution, we have shown that long-wave interferometry may be a
viable method for quantitative phase imaging.

DHM is similar to traditional microscopy, but relies on a laser
for its light source. The experimental setup, shown in Figure 1(a),
uses a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a pyrocam array detector,

Figure 1. (a) A beam expander expands light from the IR source, then
a beam splitter separates the beam into the reference and object beam.
After reflecting off of two mirrors, the object beam hits the sample. (b)
The light reflected by the object interferes with the reference beam on the
IR detector, which records an interference pattern. BE: beam expander;
BS: beam splitter; M: mirror; IR: infrared.

and a 10.6µm wavelength CO2 laser to image samples that are
reflective at infrared wavelengths. DHM involves two steps.
First, the IR detector is placed out of focus and records the in-
terference pattern, shown in Figure 1(b). Second, the image is
numerically reconstructed based on phase and amplitude infor-
mation of the wavefront reflected from the object.

Figure 2(a) shows the amplitude contrast image of the first
object, a 20mm × 35mm opaque aluminum block with the

Figure 2. (a) Amplitude image of the letters ROU inscribed on an alu-
minum block. (b) The phase image of an aluminium disc inscribed with
concentric circular tracks.

Continued on next page
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Figure 3. An amplitude contrast image (right) of a two euro coin (left).

Figure 4. (a) Amplitude contrast image of the aluminum block before
padding. (b) After the zero padding operation, the image shows notice-
able improvement in spatial resolution.

3mm×4mm letters UOR inscribed on it. Figure 2(b) shows the
phase contrast image of a 25.4mm radius disc inscribed with a
set of concentric circular tracks. Both images are able to capture
the defining features of each sample. The amplitude image of a
two euro coin (Figure 3) also displays some of the 3-dimensional
features on the surface of the coin.

In the experiments, the object plane was a distance d= 250mm
from the recording plane. To compensate for the loss of resolu-
tion with increasing reconstruction distance d, we used a zero
padding operation . Before the padding, the 85µm× 85µm pixels
yielded an image plane pixel size of ∆x×∆y = 213µm× 213µm.
Figure 4(a) shows the amplitude contrast image of the aluminum
block without zero padding. The digitized hologram, which is a
matrix of NxN pixels (NxN=124x124), was then padded with a
value of zero to achieve a larger array of N ∗ ×N∗ = 256 × 256
points. The resulting array has a reconstruction pixel of size
∆x × ∆ y=103µ m × 103µm. The amplitude contrast image of
the block after the padding operation, shown in Figure 4(b), ex-
hibits a noticeable improvement in spatial resolution.

The results demonstrate that digital holography can be a vi-
able method to obtain phase and amplitude reconstructions,
even at long wavelengths. The method proposed for improving
the accuracy of the reconstruction, based on a zero padding op-
eration, compensates for the loss of resolution at longer wave-

lengths and the low spatial resolution of the pyroelectric camera
array. Improvements in spatial resolution in digital holography
in the mid-infrared regime7, 8 may enable advances in cell and
tissues analysis, where electric potential or light-induced phase
changes are expected to play a significant role in the characteri-
zation of complex biological structures.
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